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Light scattering in a viscoelastic liquid is studied. The change from liquid to solid-like 
Brillouin spectra is explained using frequency dependent elasto-optic constants. Within a 
standard dielectric model microscopic formulas for these generalized frequency dependent 
constants and the spectra are obtained. The phenomenological pictures of light scattering in an 
amorphous solid and in a liquid are obtained as high and low frequency limits. The observation 
of a Rytov Dip in a system of optically isotropic particles is predicted for slow enough 
viscoelastic relaxation. Approximations using the Mode Coupling Theory allow the spectra to 
be expressed in terms of density fluctuations alone. The predictions of this theory for the 
spectra are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Light scattering can be used to obtain information about 
the static structure and the dynamics of gases, crystals, li- 
quids, and amorphous solids (glasses).’ The spectra from 
liquids change drastically but continuously to the ones of 
glasses upon supercooling the liquid.2*3 Polarized spectra 
mainly result from density fluctuations leading to the obser- 
vation of the dynamic structure factor. Macroscopically 
density fluctuations are coupled to dielectric fluctuations via 
the thermodynamic derivative (de/&) r.4 Depolarized 
spectra are differently described for different systems. In a 
crystalline or amorphous solid the dielectric fluctuations are 
coupled to the strain tensor.’ Depolarized spectra of mole- 
cular liquids are explained with the anisotropy of the mole- 
cular polarizability tensor.6’7 In gases and simple liquids of 
optically isotropic particles multiple scattering leads to de- 
polarization.* 

The fitting together of the phenomenological pictures 
for depolarized light scattering at the liquid to glass transi- 
tion presents difficulties for two reasons: ( 1) In the solid a 
continuum description is used to explain the observation of 
transverse phonon peaks. In the liquid however the molecu- 
lar anisotropy of the polarizability tensor is needed for de- 
scribing depolarized spectra. The connection of the phenom- 
enological continuum description in the solid and the 
microscopic ansatz for the liquid is not clear at the glass 
transition.’ The similarity of the underlying equilibrium 
structure of a glass and a supercooled melt indicates, that a 
microscopic model should reduce to the macroscopic pic- 
tures above and below the transition. (2) It is a well known 
fact of glassy dynamics lo that frequency dependent general- 
izations of transport coefficients and thermodynamic de- 
rivatives are observed. For example the dynamic specific 
heat cp (0) can be measured by heat spectroscopy.” In the 
same way the elasto-optic, Pockels constants have to be gen- 
eralized to frequency dependent functions. Rytov” ex- 
plored this frequency dependence within a phenomenologi- 
cal continuum model. 

In this paper starting from an established dielectric mo- 
del for a system of isotropic point particles” a microscopic 

picture for light scattering in supercooled liquids is develo- 
ped.The drastic qualitative changes of Brillouin scattering 
spectra from liquid to solid-like behavior are explained. The 
phenomenological pictures of light scattering in an amor- 
phous solid and of scattering by density fluctuations in a 
liquid are obtained as two limit cases. Microscopic expres- 
sions for generalized frequency dependent elasto-optic con- 
stants are derived. The observation of a Rytov Dip14 in the 
depolarized spectrum is identified as a feature of the fre- 
quency dependence of these elasto-optic constants. This ne- 
gative intensity, which is cut out of the central line in the 
depolarized spectrum, is generally explained by the coupling 
of the molecular anisotropy density and the transverse cur- 
rent.’ In this paper it is shown, that even for point particles 
with scalar polarizability the frequency dependence of the 
Pockels constants leads to a Rytov Dip. For experimental 
observation the viscoelastic relaxation has only to be slow 
enough. The microscopic formulas can be approximated in 
terms of the wave vector dependent dynamic structure fac- 
tors using the Mode Coupling Theory. Asymptotic formulas 
of this theory allow to calculate the light scattering spectra at 
the liquid to glass transition. In a mesoscopic frequency 
range simple laws are obtained. 

The dielectric model used here leads to the inclusion of 
multiple scattering from density fluctuations. This process 
has successfully been used to explain spectra from gases’*‘* 
and simple liquids like liquid argon.16 The necessity of tak- 
ing it into account in supercooled liquids becomes clear from 
the following physical picture:i6 In a low viscosity liquid or 
gas the molecules are instantaneously isotropically disposed 
around a central one. On the time scale l/w, where o is the 
frequency shift, the molecules have already relaxed to their 
isotropically scattered equilibrium positions. When the 
structural relaxation time r, which gives the lifetime of an 
anisotropic distribution of molecules around a central one, 
increases to wr- _ 1 however, multiple scattering does not 
average away and contributes depolarized intensity. It is 
clear, that this picture applies to a liquid as well as to an 
amorphous solid, where the distribution of molecules has 
frozen out to form a metastable equilibrium state. 

The contents of this paper are arranged as follows: Sec. 
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tive density variation. This ansatz, e.g., leads to depolarized 
light scattering from transverse phonons 

II presents dielectric preliminaries. The phenomenological 
coupling of dielectric fluctuations to the strain and to density 
fluctuations is introduced. Results of a microscopic dielec- 
tric model are summarized. In Sec. III new microscopic for- 
mula for the spectra and elasto-optic constants are derived; 
these are discussed in Sec. IV, especially the limits of equilib- 
rium liquid and stable glass are obtained. Section V approxi- 
mates the exact expressions in terms of density correlators. 
Spectra are calculated using results of the Mode Coupling 
Theory of the liquid to glass transition. 

JHV(q,4 1% I2 d cc--cos2+st(q,w). 
4n2 0’ (4) 

The limit w -+ 0 poses no problem in Eq. (4)) because in a 
solid the transverse current fluctuation function 
S, (q,w) a o2 also vanishes. In a liquid Eq. (3) has to be 
replaced by5 

II. DIELECTRIC MODEL 

Brillouin or dynamic light scattering’*5 measures fluc- 
tuations ofa local dielectric function eii. In an homogeneous, 
isotropic and infinite system its average reduces to the scalar 
dielectric constant ( eii ) = eoSii. Introduction of a spatially 
averaged local dielectric function is possible, because the 
wave vector transfer q between incoming and scattered pho- 
ton is small compared to the reciprocal interatomic distance 
0: qa& 1.19 

Seg(r,t) =A1vij(r,t) + a2 - Sn(r,t) s,, 
n 

‘ij =& Cviij + Vjji), 

For an incoming photon with frequency w. and polar- 
ization 2 = H, V (horizontal or vertical with respect to the 
scattering plane) the intensity of scattered photons with po- 
larization R ’ is given by’ 

where j is the current density and the elasto-optic constant 
il, replaces a,. A comparison of both descriptions leads to 
a i a A iw. Within the viscoelastic theory of a liquid a solid is 
obtained if frequencies larger than the inverse of the viscoe- 
lastic relaxation time r are considered.i8 In the context of 
the liquid to glass transition this relaxation process is called 
a-relaxation.” From the above two pictures it can be seen, 
that R, and a, define two limits, wrg 1 and wr) 1, respecti- 
vely, of a generalized frequency dependent Pockels constant. 

(1) 

The wave vector transfer obeys the Bragg condition 
q = 2n,k sin(0/2). The frequency shift equals 
0=00-w . The Kubo scalar product (A IB) 
= ( l/k7’) (& *SB ) is used. Dropping the prefactor in Eq. 
(1) the spectrum runs?“(q,w) =~~~~‘(~ij(q,w)I~k,(q)) 
2g’, where the hare the polarization vectors of the electric 
fields. The final results depend on 0 the scattering angle. A 
general autocorrelation function will be denoted by 
a” (q,w) = (A(qKB)lA(q)). 

A. Macroscopic dielectric models 

In liquids and gases the spatially averaged but still ther- 
modynamically fluctuating dielectric function is connected 
to for example the fluctuating density via a thermodynamic 
derivative4 

Sn(r,t)S,. (2) 

Temperature fluctuations, which could also enter in Eq. (2) 
via &/dr) n are generally found to be negligible.’ Therefore 
temperature fluctuations will be neglected throughout this 
paper. These scalar fluctuations do not change the direction 
of polarization. No depolarized spectra, i.e., IHv or Z vH or 
IHH (6 = ?r/2), are expected. 

In a glass dielectric fluctuations are coupled to the strain 
via the elasto-optic or Pockels constants’ 

6cii(r,t) =quu(r,t) +a2u,(r,t)Sii, 
Uii = 1(ViUj + VjUi), (3) 

uii (r,t) is the strain tensor and uII = - Sn (r,t)/n the rela- 

B. Microscopic dielectric model 

In systems of spherical particles with scalar molecular 
polarizability a,S,i depolarized spectra are caused by multi- 
ple scattering of photons by at least pairs of density fluctu- 
ations.* In order to show that this mechanism leads to fre- 
quency dependent generalizations of the thermodynamic 
derivatives in Eq. (2), a simplified version of the dielectric 
model of Felderhof13 is used. 

Assuming an infinite, homogeneous and isotropic sys- 
tem of point particles with scalar polarizability a$, Felder- 
hof13 arrives at Eq. (l), where 

Seti (r,t) = 4m, (~)2(6n(r,t)6, 

+a,6 [I d3r’Sn(r)U~(r - r’)&(r’) 1 
+ 0([4mo(~~Bn]3)) . (6) 

The formula breaks down at high enough frequencies for 
electronic effects to become important. Ui is an effective 
dipole radiation propagator for a medium with dielectric 
constant e. 

U;(r) = (~~$2($)2a,.S,6(r) +L>(r)] . 

Two further simplifying approximations shall be per- 
formed. The scalar part yields a renormalization of the first 
order term. It is smaller than this term by a factor of a,n Q 1 
and does not introduce any qualitatively new effects. There- 
fore it will be dropped. Furthermore, the dipole radiation 
propagator L F(r) is often approximated by the static dipole 
induced dipole propagator” 
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-b F(k) -+4rrF;(k) = - 4rr 
EO 

Bag(qtz) = a2 (n/2) (3 q,S, - qiS,j - qjsai)T(z), 

T(z) = lim 3/2 
9-o nq, I $$(j-G) 

With these simplifications a spatial Fourier transformation 
of Eq. (6) leads to 

Seii (q,t> = a&t(q,t)SG + a2 
s 

d3k -&z(q - k,t) 
cm3 

x ($Yii - &kj)&r(k,t) + 0 [ (a&t)3] 

+ 0 [aon(a&z)2]. (7) 

The coefficient a is defined by 

(8) 

where a depends on the dielectric model, which to this order 
reduces to the Clausius Mossotti equation for the dielectric 
function13 

Eo - 1 4?r -=-a,n. 
Eof2 3 

The aim of describing light scattering at the liquid to 
glass transition requires the dielectric model to be applicable 
to dense systems.” In this paper the qualitative features of 
light scattering in supercooled liquids shall be explored. A 
more realistic dielectric model will only have different effec- 
tive polarizability prefactors as long as an expansion of SET 
in products of density fluctuations is possible. 

III. DERIVATION OF ELASTO-OPTIC CONSTANTS AND 
SCATTERING SPECTRA 

A projection operator formalism17 calculates the hy- 
drodynamic poles contained in the dielectric spectra. The 
formalism is summarized in Appendix A. In order to sim- 
plify the interpretation of the spectra caused by the fluctu- 
ations of Eq. (7) generalized elasto-optic constants shall be 
introduced first. 

Specifying SX in formula (A 1) to Seti leads to 

@~(q,z)) = A, (q) @n*(w)) 

Au(q) = a$ + 

xWa-kMk)In(q)), 
B,,(q,z) = - a2 

s 
*F;(k) 
Gw3 

x Ws - Wn(k) IR ‘(~115 I.j, (q)) 
uAQwaw) * 

Only the leading term in q will be kept because of qa( 1. 
Because of the isotropy of the considered system the tensor 
structure of B,, (q,z) can be given explicitly, if one remem- 
bers, that F; is symmetric and traceless, 

(9) 

x (n(q - k)n(q)lR ‘WL IX(q)) 

(~3W~3Gz)) * 

Recognizing the velocity gradient tensor and applying the 
particle conservation law 

qa(.C(w)) = Wn*(q,z)) =46n*(q,z)) 

+ @n*(q,t = 0)) 

the generalization of (5) can be obtained: 

(S$(q,z)) = a2 (z) - (6n*(q,z)) 6, 
[ n I 

+ A, (z> (v;(cr,z>> 

+ -$- T(z)(&*(q,t = O))S,, (10) 

where the frequency dependent coupling coefficients are 

u2(z) = -an 1 + 
[ 

YzT(z) , 
I 

A, (z) = i(an)‘T(z>. (11) 

Introducing a frequency dependent coupling T(z) between 
Seii and Sn or 6vU also leads to the direct observation of the 
nonhydrodynamic dynamics of T(z) in SeV. 

Neglecting vacancy diffusion processes the connection 
between the strain and the velocity gradient tensor runs” 

vii(r,f) = zi,(r,t). 
This leads to the generalization of Eq. (3) as 

(Sc$(q,z)) = a2 (z) - Vn*(qyz)) 6, 
[ n I 

+ a, (z) (u~(cl,z) > 
+ -$f- T(z) (Sn*(q,t = 0) )a, 

+ (an)2T(z)(u$(q,f= O)>, (12) 

where T(z) and a,(z) have been defined above and a,(z) 
equals 

a, (z) = (an)‘zT(z). (13) 

It is interesting to note, that the t = 0 limit of the one rel- 
evant coupling function T(t) can be calculated exactly. In a 
system where the interparticle potential is sufficiently 
smooth, so that k3(S, - l)-+O for k-+ CO (Sk the static 
structure factor), the simple result T( t = 0) = 4 is obtained 
(see Appendix B) . 

From the formula (7) for the dielectric fluctuations the 
light scattering intensity IL” can be obtained 
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@ ‘(qA 
= (Eij(q)lR(f)l%lh)) 
= a2(n(s)pw In(s) )4$%, 

+ 2a3Sv d’k”;,(k)(n(q)lR(t)ln(q-k)n(k)) 
(W3 

+ a4 
d3k d’k’ --F;(k)F;,(k’) 

(2ng3 (2P)3 

x (n(q - k)n(k)lR(t)ln(q - k’)n(k’)). (14) 

Using similar symmetry considerations as when study- 
ing B,, it is straightforward to obtain the total scattered 
intensities pa’ = J(dw/2r) (eALV IR(w) IeM, ) from Eq. 
(14) 

I”‘(q$) = a2 $Sp + 4a4W’“‘(t = 0), 

IHY(q,O) =TivH(q,f3) = a4WnZ(f = 0), 
(15) 

‘IHH(q,f3) = a2 cos2 19 $- S, 

+ a4( 1 + f cos2 8)@F’“2(f = 0), 

where, because of R (t = 0) = 1, the static structure factor 
S, = (kT/iV) @” (q,t = 0) appears. Because of qaQ 1 it can 

* be replaced by its thermodynamic limit S,,, = kTdn/ap) T. 
The anisotropic spectrum <P F’n’ has a nonzero value for 
q--+0? 

w’q c = 0) = f”, j- 
- I 

L!%E(f_I;;)(j-~;2) 
(2%q3 (2nq3 

x (n(q - k)n(k) In(q - k’)n(k’) 1. (16) 
Equations ( 14) and ( 15) were used before in liquids 

and gases; the hydrodynamic pole contributions at the glass 
transition however have not been treated correctly up to 
now. Using the projector formalism (A2) and applying si- 
milar transformations as when deriving the elasto-optic con- 
stants a simple but lengthy calculation leads to the spectra: 

-Fyq,2,e) = [ - !?yDYq,z, + +d@Tz) 

+ [+alnT(z) + (-$yzT’(z)] 

XWq,t = 01, 

P”(q,z,6) =Pyq,z$) 
4” I9 A,(z) 2 = a4<PF’n2 (z) - 4 COS2 y [ 1 - Wq,z) 

n 

d 8 4 (z) 2 = a4Wn2 (z) + 4 cos2 z [ 1 - Wq,zL zn 

THH(q,z,e) = i 
[ a2 (d + g, (z) 1 cos 8 + la, cz) 2 

n I 
xWq,z) + a4( 1 + f ~0s~ ep~‘~*(z) 
+ [ $a4n2zT2(z> ( 1 + $0~ e)2 

- a3nT(z)cos et 1 + f c0se) 1 cPyq,t = o), 
(17) 

QF’“*(z) = ‘,iy $ - I 
d3k d3k’(f-@)(j-R3 

(27r)3 (2d3 

x (n(q - k)n(k) IR ‘(z) In(q - k’)n(k’)), 
(18) 

where a, (z) , a2 (z) , and R , (z) are the already defined fre- 
quency dependent elasto-optic constants. Directly starting 
from an ansatz like Eq. (3) with frequency dependent cou- 
plings misses the terms containing the dynamics of the cou- 
pling functions alone. The total intensities in Eq. (15) can 
again be obtained from Eq. ( 17). It is worth noting, that the 
coupling to the transversal current does not contribute to the 
total scattered intensity.lHY( q,@ is independent of the scat- 
tering angle, whereasTHY(q,z,8) varies with 8. 

The hydrodynamic density and transverse current fluc- 
tuation functions in viscous liquids enter the formula ( 17). 
The standard results of viscoelastic theory22 shall be sum- 
marized for completeness: 

@ “(q,z) = - QP”(q,t = 0) ( 
4’ z + -K,(z) 

mn >/ 

[$+zh(z) -q%;], (19) mn 
where the longitudinal memory kernel, a generalized visco- 
sity, is given by the longitudinal components of the stress 
tensor rii : 

h(z) =+sy (~dq)IR’(dh). (20) 

Again temperature fluctuations are neglected: the diffusive 
heat pole cc l/(z + iq2DT), where D, = K/mncp is deter- 
mined by the heat conductance K, is dropped in Eq. ( 19). It 
has only to be added to the spectra discussed below. In the 
transverse current correlator another memory function 
shows up: 

<p’(q,z) = - .E 
[ 
z+QzK,(z) f 1 (21) 

m mn 

K,(z) =+fy (r~t(q)IR’(z)lr~l(q)). (22) 

Except for assuming the validity of formulas ( 1) and 
(7) no further approximations are necessary for deriving the 
results of this chapter. 

IV. DISCUSSION FOR A SUPERCOOLED LIQUID 

This qualitative discussion shall point out the general, 
still exact contents of the derived microscopic formula for 
the Pockels constants and the spectra. 

The memory functions and generalized coupling func- 
tions of the preceding chapter have the reduced dynamics 
R ‘(z), which contains no hydrodynamic poles. It still varies 
on a diverging relaxation time scale 7, which becomes large 
compared to any experimental time scale when supercooling 
the liquid below the glass transformation temperature T, .” 
In the following discussion mainly the dynamics on this 
strongly varying time scale rshall be considered. The change 
of r with temperature causes the qualitative change of the 
light scattering spectra from liquid to solid-like. In a liquid r 
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is of the order of the microscopic time r~?~~lo-‘~ s, 
whereas in a glass r exceeds seconds. Any faster, e.g., micro- 
scopic, relaxation time shall be denoted by to. Whenever 
Wt o=: 1 is not included explicitly, the frequency window is 
restricted by @to4 1. 

As experimental time scale of Brillouin scattering w =: qc 
is taken, where c is the velocity of sound and is considered to 
be little dependent on temperature and frequency. In the 
liquid region, given by qcr< 1, the zero frequency limit can 
be taken in all relaxation functions, which do not contain 
hydrodynamic poles. The known thermodynamic deriva- 
tives and transport coefficients are obtained. In the low tem- 
perature or glass region, given by qcr) 1, the a proces is 
taken to be not resolved because of finite experimental reso- 
lution power. In the glass the a relaxation is taken to be 
frozen out and is given by an elastic line. Thermodynamic 
derivatives like the specific heat cp ( r) will show a step when 
going from the high to the low temperature side, because of 
the moving of the a peak through the experimental fre- 
quency window.” 

Keeping wto 4 1 in mind the mentioned limits in K, (z) 
and KS (z) are found to be:22 

K/(z)+iv[ forzr<l 

K, (~1 
-1 -b-(M, -MO) forzr)l, Z 

KS (z) + ivs for zr 4 1 

K,(z) -+-1 G, for 27, 1. Z 

(23) 

(24) 

The longitudinal and shear viscosities vr and vS are connect- 
ed to the high frequency longitudinal and shear modulus 
respectively via averaged relaxation times r, and rS :22 

17r = r,(M, -MO) 77, =rsG,, 
where, for example, rS = rJ;d( t /r)K, (t/7)/K, (t /r-+0) 
differs from r by some factor of the order of 1. 

Denoting in analogy the high frequency limit of the a 
relaxation in T(z) as T, and the corresponding relaxation 
time as rT the following limits for T(z) are obtained: 

T(z) -+ir,T, for zr< 1, 

T(z) -,A T, 
(25) 

for zr) 1. 
Z 

Because T(z) is no autocorrelation function, it can only be 
said, that T (I (w)/w is an even, real function of w; the sign of 
T, however is not fixed. The experimentally observed 
strong variation of r[ and rS with temperature also applies to 
rT, whereas T, is expected to vary only little with tempera- 
ture, as found for G, and M, .3 

In the same manner the area of the a relaxation peak in 
the anisotropic spectrum @“n2 is denoted by Q”,‘“’ and the 
corresponding relaxation time as raaniso. 

In the following discussion a small damping of the phon- 
ons in the glass shall be taken into account by adding as next 
to leading order contribution imnr, and imnl?, to the limits 
of K, (z) and KS (z) , respectively, for zr ) 1. 
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A. Eiasto-optic constants 
In the limit wr4 1, u2 reduces to the expected thermody- 

namic derivative4 
ae u,(z)+-na= -n - 

( > an T 
for zr4 1. (26) 

In the glass wr) 1 however the frozen structure contributes 
to the scalar scattering: 

u2(z)+ -na 1 -yT, 
( > 

for zr% 1. (27) 

The transverse current couples only weakly, rT zrS a vS, to 
dielectric fluctuations in the liquid, whereas in the glass a 
finite coupling is obtained’ 

A, (z) -+ - (an)2T, rT forzr< 1, (28) 
a, (z) + - (an)2T, for 27-g 1. (29) 

Comparing a,/~ with R, one sees that in the liquid the cou- 
pling coefficient of the transverse current is reduced by a 
factor wrr- Q 1. ;I, vanishes with increasing temperature pro- 
portionally to the viscosity. For known &/an) T Eqs. (27) 
and (29) allow to measure T, and to check the underlying 
dielectric model. 

B. Total scattered intensities 

Summing up all spectral contributions without the re- 
striction wt, 4 1 the total scattered intensities [ Eq. ( 15 ) ] are 
obtained. In order a2 the light scattering is scalar, whereas 
the a4 contribution is recognized to be an anisotropic scat- 
tering process’ 

-anico/~iso = a2 ~~>kt,O) . I 
9 

(30) 

Experimental ratios ofTaniso -is0 /I in systems of optically iso- 
tropic particles lie between 0.1 (Ref. 23) and lo- 3 ,24 indi- 
cating that the expansion in (a&z) is possible. Only the first 
cited value corresponds to a system at the liquid to glass 
transition. 

C. Spectral shapes 

Regardless of the size of wr the spectra in the regime 
wscq simplify. The restriction wto < 1 is put aside for dis- 
cussing this low frequency translational Raman region. 

For w ) cq the density and the transverse current corre- 
lators for hydrodynamic fluctuations have narrowed to elas- 
tic lines, which lie outside of the specified frequency window. 
Then only the anisotropic scattering contributes leading to a 
frequency independent depolarization ratio23 

I HV(~,f3)/I Vv(ti,e) = 3 for w$-cq. (31) 
The spectra in the frequency range w < ~cq, especially 

IHv, change drastically from liquid to solid like when super- 
cooling the liquid. In the following I”” and IHv are dis- 
cussed, because IHH can be obtained from them. The series 
of Figs. l-4 is meant to clarify the discussion. Polarized I”” 
and depolarized IHv spectra are shown for three different 
values of r. Other parameters like relative intensities, inten- 
sity units etc., are fixed in Figs. 14. Frequencies are given in 
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units of l/t,, a typical frequency of translational Raman 
bands. The typical Brillouin frequency, i.e., the thermody- 
namic sound pole position was chosen to lie at coqro = 0.001. 
A list of further parameters can be found in Sec. V B. The 
diffusive heat pole is not included in the pictures. 

In the liquid the polarized spectrum is dominated 
by the hydrodynamic structure factor S, (w ) 
= 2(N/kT)W” (q,w) whichsitsonaveryweakbroad (de- 

polarized) background from the anisotropic scattering. The 
frequency dependent coupling T(fi) 
= 2T” (w) = 21m [ T(z = w + io) ] contributes another 

very weak constant background for wr 4 1, 

7”“(w,q) = a2 --f$ S, (w) + ja4Wn2(u) 

+ {a”nT, rT $ S, for wzcq4 l/r, 

T”‘(w,q) = a2 $Sq6(u) + $a4Wn2(ti) 
(32) 

for cq(w4 l/r. 

For the dominant term in Eqs. (32) the ansatz 
SE = (&//dn)Sn is obtained. Figure 1 (a) shows a typical 
hydrodynamic spectrum for c,qr-0.016. In Fig. 2(a) for 
c,qrzO.2 viscoelastic effects can be seen in the stronger 
damping and the increased central intensity. 

The depolarized spectrum IHv in a liquid consists main- 
ly of the broad background from anisotropic scattering 
which varies on scale l/r,,i,. A further negative central 
line, which is generally called Rytov Dip,14 is also found. 

x-&S,(q,o) forwr41, (33) 

i.e., a line given by the hydrodynamic transverse current 
fluctuation function 

2kTN S,(q,w) = - (qJmnh2 
m w2+ [(qS/mn)q212 

is cut out of the anisotropic line. The total intensity of this 
line is 

IdiP = ($ cos +)2(qcorT)‘( T,an)21iso 

and its width varies with ( vs/mn)q2. Whether this negative 
line can be observed experimentally depends crucially on the 
size of r,; compare Figs. 1 (b) and 2 (b) , where the upper 
halves of the anisotropic lines are shown. In Fig. 2(b), where 
cdrzO.2, it can be observed on the frequency scale also used 
for studying the polarized spectrum. When r is too small, as 
in Fig. 1 (b), where c,qr-0.016, an observation is difficult. 
There its width is smaller than 2 x 10 - 5/fo and its intensity 
is roughly a factor of 100 smaller than in Fig. 2(b). The 
intensity which /z f (w)S, (q,w) subtracts at wt( 1 is again 
added around or= 1. Therefore at r( q5 /mn ) 4’ z 1 the sim- 
ple interpretation on Eq. (33) as a dip does not apply any- 
more. 

30000 

P” 

20000 

10000 

0 

(id 

3 

IHV 

2 

1 

0 

(b) -0.03 0.00 0.03 wt (J 

FIG. 1. Polarized Zyy (a) and depolarized ZHy (b) spectra of a liquid in the 
hydrodynamic regime. The a relaxation 7 is c&-=0.016. The thermal Ray- 
leigh peak is not included. 

In the glass at wr) 1, S, (w) shows another peak besides 
the phonon peaks and the (neglected) heat peak. This 
Mountain peak25 stems from the a peak of KI (z). Within 
the approximation (23) and for small Ir it is given by an 
elastic line with weight (M, - M,)/M,. Qualitatively 
S, (w) is given by 

S,(u) = 2sq C f, 
K ) 

1 -- 7X5(w) 
C’, 

+A- w2q2r 1 
c’, co2 - c’, $I2 + bfr, 12 I 

for wrg 1. 

Here only the general three peak structure of S,(w) for 
wr > 1 is presented. S, (q,w ) has a similar phonon contribu- 
tion at the transverse sound velocity cf = G, /mn: 

NkT 
S,(q,w) = 2- 

d$rs 
m (01~ - cfq2j2 + (ti$r, )2 1 

for 07% 1. 
The phonon pole, i.e., the contents of the curly brackets shall 
be abbreviated by S,, (c, ,w) in the following; similarly for 
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FIG. 2. Polarized Z”” (a) and depolarized Z”” (b) spectra ofa liquid where 
viscoelastic effects are important. The increased CI relaxation time r is 
~~7~0.2. The thermal Rayleigh peak is not included. 

the longitudinal case. The spectra show further the anisotro- 
pit line, which has also narrowed drastically. The polarized 
spectrum of a glass is given by 

Iw(o,q) = $cz~@~“$D) + a2 1 - - 1 - = T 
[ :c 3 -,‘I 

X+JT&U) +a2 1 -y’- > 22E 
kT 

4 
XS, ySph (c, ,w) for w7) 1. (34) 

cc0 
Figure 3 (a) shows a polarized spectrum for coqTz 126. The 
corresponding depolarized spectrum of Fig. 3 (b) is de- 
scribed by 

X2 JSph (c,,o) for w7) 1. (35) 
m 

(a) 

200 

IHV 

150 

100 

50 

0 

(b) 
-0.002 0.000 0.002 wtO 

FIG. 3. Polarized I”” (a) and depolarized ZHy (b) spectra ofa glass. The (I 
relaxation is effectively frozen out, coqT=: 126. The polarized spectrum is 
dominated by the central Mountain peak, which has been resealed by a fac- 
tor of 50 in (a). The depolarized spectrum shows transverse phonons and 
the anisotropic spectrum, which has also been resealed by a factor of 50. 

Remembering Eqs. (27) and (29) the elasto-optic constants 
a, and a2 can be recognized. Neglecting the anisotropic line 
the phenomenological picture of coupling to the strain ten- 
sor is found. With formula (35) it is shown that the model 
for Brillouin scattering by density pairs, which has up to now 
only been applied to gases and simple low viscosity liquids, 
also leads to glass like spectra. 

The anisotropic line has contributions on scale l/r but 
also shows the Rayleigh shoulder extending out to micro- 
scopic frequencies. Figure 4 shows a double logarithmic plot 
of the spectrum of Fig. 3 (b) . The frequency window ranges 
from w7-z 1 to wt, > 1. 

Within the specified dielectric model it is possible to 
connect various spectral intensities, if for example 
a = (de/&r) r has been measured independently. 

The Landau-Placzek ratio of the central to both phonon 
peaks in the isotropic spectrum can be obtained from Eq. 
(34) in the glass 
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FIG.4. Double logarithmic plot of the depolarized spectrum of Fig. 3(b) 
showing the anisotropic spectrum and the transverse phonon peaks. The a 
relaxation time lie-s at 7=. 10” ’ f,,, the /3 relaxation scale t, equals 
t, =. 10’ 2 to The dashed line corresponds to the asymptotic behavior 
W(w) cc0 ob’3. 

cm 1% 2 
p/I$ = 

1 - (an/3)T, 
- 1 forwr)l. (36) 

The neglect of the heat diffusion pole in S, (w ) does not lead 
to the correct resultTF/T$ = c,/cp - 1 in the liquid. In a 
glass this correction to Eq. (36) can be neglected.2 

The relative intensity of the longitudinal and transverse 
phonon peaks is 

anT, 2 

1 - (an/3)T, 
forwr, 1. 

(37) 
The Rytov Dip intensity at high temperature T, is connect- 
ed to the intensity of both transverse phonon peaks at low 
temperature T, via 

TL Tc.,(T,) 2 =- [ 1 TG m G 
T (T ) [QCt(TGh-(Td]2. (38) 

This indicates, whether the Rytov Dip is observable, if the 
glass spectrum is known. 

V. MODE COUPLING THEORY 

In the previous chapters microscopic formulas for the 
light scattering spectra of undercooled liquids were derived. 
The starting point was a well known dielectric model.13 The 
expressions above contain four-point correlation functions 
which cannot be calculated exactly. A standard approxima- 
tion applied to such correlators is the mode coupling approx- 
imation first introduced by Kawasaki.26 In general there is 
no possibility to estimate the quantitative accuracy of this 
approximation. Applied to fluctuation functions with the 
full dynamics R(z) it miscalculates the contributions of the 
hydrodynamic po1es.27,23 For microscopic frequencies 
quantitative studies of this approximation-for the reduced 
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dynamics R ‘(z) also show serious discrepancies from experi- 
ment. The analysis of Ref. 27 of light scattering from liquid 
helium is critically discussed by Madden.i6 He points out, 
that the factorization approximation fails at frequencies 
~~60 cm-’ z l/t,, which he identifies as microscopic 
atomic vibrations. 

Recently a Mode Coupling Theory (MCT) for the liq- 
uid to glass transition has been developed.28’29 It factorizes 
the density pair fluctuation function only after projecting 
out the hydrodynamic poles and concentrates on the slow 
relaxation processes in a supercooled liquid for w10 < 1. The 
theoretical predictions for slow relaxation processes in a 
hard sphere system at the glass transition are in quantitative 
agreement with experiments on colloidal systems.30V3’ Even 
in more complex systems specific predictions of the MCT 
have been checked experimentally, for example.32-35 Only 
such general predictions of the theory and their implications 
for light scattering spectra shall be quoted in this paper. The 
emphasis here is on the reduction of the dielectric fluctu- 
ations to density fluctuations. For the development of the 
MCT and for proofs the reader is referred to recent re- 
views.36*37 

The MCT predicts a glass transition temperature T, be- 
low which the idealized a peak is frozen, i.e., r+ CO and 

-f 
~~(t~oo)~~~>Oor~,(z~O)-, ;. Z (39) 

<P, ( t) is the normalized wave vector dependent density cor- 
relator ap (t) = V (q,t)/W’ (q,t = 0). The existence of the 
transition temperature T, lying above the calorimetric glass 
transition temperature was experimentally established in a 
number of glass forming systems. Among these systems 
there are molecular dynamics simulations,38*39 ionic,“” and 
molecular systems,4’,42 polymers,43V34,35 and the already 
mentioned colloidal suspensions.30 In the last system first 
principle calculations of the transition temperature using the 
mode coupling approximation resulted in ten percent devia- 
tions from the experimental value.44V28 The dynamical 
anomalies connected with T, are more easily studied in the 
so called fl regime 45 than in the lower lying a relaxation. 
Moreover the idealized MCT makes few predictions for tem- 
peratures below T, . The detailed dielectric measurements46 
of the a relaxation in a large number of materials therefore 
cannot yet rule out the existence of T, at higher tempera- 
tures than studied. The freezing of density fluctuations and 
of fluctuations of products of densities is stated to be the 
essence of the glass transition. The dielectric model, which 
gives SE in terms of density and density pair fluctuations 
takes up this picture. 

Phonon assisted hopping processes break the idealized 
freezing and restore ergodicity in the glass.47 A similar me- 
chanism restoring ergodicity was earlier introduced by Ma- 
zenko using a fluctuating nonlinear hydrodynamics.48 With 
regard to light scattering experiments the difference in both 
approaches in the small wave vector regime is important. 
Below T, the extended MCT leads to a wave vector indepen- 
dent a relaxation time T(q) = const. for q+O.47 However 
the authors of the fluctuating hydrodynamics concluded, 
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that the Mountain peak half-width should be proportional to 
4’ for small q if the longitudinal viscosity becomes large.48S49 
The schematic wave vector independent model studied in 
Ref. 49 also shows no a relaxation stretching, whereas non- 
generic MCT models lead to non-Lorentzian a decay.‘l 

In this paper focusing on the qualitative change of light 
scattering spectra only the idealized theory is presented. 

The light scattering spectra are now expressed in terms 
of the +k (t). In the preceding chapter the high frequency 
limits of the a process in different quantities have been intro- 
duced. These limits, for example T, and Q”,‘“‘, can be ob- 
tained from formulas (43) and (44) by substituting fk for 
+k (t)* 

A. Reduction to density fluctuations 
The MCT obtains closed equations for the dynamics of 

the Qs (t) by factorizing the longitudinal memory kernel 
Kl (t) (Ref. 28) 

K,(f) =+x V,(q;kp)@,W@pW. (40) 
kp 

The same approximation” reduces the transverse memory 
kernel to 

K,(t) =+c v,(q;kp)@k(t)<P,(t). 
kp 

The correlation functions T(t) and G@ can be expressed in 
terms of the @k (t) applying the same approximations. 

Projecting R ‘( t)L 1 j, (q) ) onto density pairs gives 

(n(q - kMk)lR ‘(t)L Ii,(q)) 

=izg- [Q-Py# -(Q-PM,-,] 

x(n(q--k)n(k)IR’(t)ln(q-~)n(~)), (41) 
where ck is the direct correlation function; 
Sk = l/( 1 - nck ). The density pair fluctuation function 
with reduced dynamics R ‘( t) is factorized into a pair of den- 
sity fluctuations with complete dynamics: 

(n(q - k)n(k) IR ‘(t) In(q - P)~(P) 1 

B. Dynamics of the density fluctuations 

The MCT predicts an idealized ergodic to nonergodic 
transition at some critical density n,, temperature T, or 
pressurep, . Close to this transition two time scales and pro- 
cesses appear. The already mentioned a process on time 
scale r is the slowest relaxation process and is described only 
on the liquid side T> T,. The p process takes place on a 
mesoscopic time scale to between a scale r and microscopic 
times denoted by to. In this second region a general correla- 
tor of variables of even time inversion symmetry is given 
by So 

(XIR(t)lY)=f~,+h~,c,g* (t/t,) forr,<t<r. 
(45) 

If density fluctuations @, (t) are considered this implies a 
factorization of space dependence f G, h s, and time depen- 
dence g, (t). This factorization allows to reduce the wave 
vector integrals in KI (t), KS (t), QF@(t), and Tit> to con- 
stant prefactors of the interesting dynamics g * (t). 

In order to obtain TMcr (z) the curly bracket in Eq. 
(41) has to be expanded in q. The angle integration in Eq. 
(9) leaves the following result because of the vanishing trace 
oft;;(k): 

One exponent parameter il rules the temperature de- 
pendence of the time scales and the dynamics on scale te.51 
It is determined by the microscopic, static equilibrium distri- 
bution functions.50 How the microscopic structure enters 
depends strongly on the mode coupling approximation lead- 
ing to Eq. (40). The value of/z obtained for a hard sphere 
systems2 could only be varied by four percent in order to 
describe the fi dynamics of a hard sphere colloidal suspen- 
sion.31 In complex glass formers ;1 has to be treated as a 
single fit parameter. (T measures the distance to the transi- 
tion. It also determines the correlation scale c, = m. Posi- 
tive (T indicates the glass, where g + (t) describe the dynam- 
ics. The a relaxation time scale diverges as 

T ask M==(t) =--&S,mdkk3ak a: (Q. (43) 

The exact result for T( t = 0) is recovered because of the 
normalization *k (1 = 0) = 1. 

r=t,/ay, y=J--+‘, 
2b 

(46) 

Due to the factorization only k’ = k contributes in the 
double integral of @F’n2 . The following result is obtained: 

Q, - dk [k&@‘k(t)12. (44) 

Contrary to the result for T( t = 0) Eq. (44) diverges for 
t-+0. Assuming the finiteness of @F’n2 the mentioned restric- 
tion wt, < 1 for the factorization approximation is necessary. 
However dropping the assumption of point particle polari- 
zabilities leads to an effective upper cut off k,,, a z 1 render- 
ing the integral finite. *’ This generalization of the dielectric 
model is not considered further. 

whereas t, increases according to 

t, = t,/a”2a, (47) 
to being insensitive to changes of (T. The exponents a and 6, 
which are given by /2 via 

A= r2(l-.) = r’(l+b) 
l?(l-2a) I-(1+26) ’ 

O<a<f, O<b<l (48) 
also determine the short and long time expansion of g * (;) 

g, (i,+& for;= t/t&l, 

g, (3)-+1/J= for 3=t/t,>l, 
(49) 

The long time limit in Eqs. (49) together with Eq. (45) leads 
to a square root behavior of the nonergodicity parameter in 
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theglass:& =fQ +hSJlal/(l -/2) fora>O.Intheliquid 
the following long time limit is found : 

g- cb +-Bib forF=t/t,$l. (50) 
The von Schweidler law (50) is the e!;sence of the stretching 
of the a peak, which obeys a scaling law on the liquid side 
close to T, : 

lim,,-0@,(?7) =F,(?), 

F,(i) =f; -Bhztb forz(l. (51) 
The transient dynamics for otoz 1 and the a relaxation dy- 
namics are not determined by /z alone. Simple MCT models 
show all generic features observed i:? the dynamics of real 
glass formers. In order to generate the figures of this paper 
the known F,, model was used:“~53 

O(z) = - l/[z- R~/(z+iv+f2~m(z))], 
m(t) =/Z,@(t) +A202(t). (52) 

This model claims no connection to it microscopic theory of 
a real glass former. However its fi dynamics correctly de- 
scribes the dynamics of a real system on time scale t, if the 
exponent parameters /2 coincide. The model also shows the 
expected a relaxation stretching. The shape of the a peak 
however depends strongly on the specific polynomial chosen 
in Eq. (52). 54,55 The parameters &, = l/f,, Y = K&/2, and 
/2(R,,R,) = 0.7 were fixed. Q(t) then depends on u alone. 
Figure 5 shows results for (T = - l/80, - 0.2, - 0.5 on 
logarithmic scale f/to. The a relaxation times 

r(u= - l/80) = 105+,, 

?-(a = - 0.2) = 1o2.3t,, (53) 
r(a = - 0.5) = 10’.2to, 

can be taken from the a peaks in the susceptibility 
J/(W) =w~“(w).Fromtl~eminimumin,y”(w) theflscal- 
ing time can be estimated to be to =: 103.2 to for u = - l/80. 

‘.O K------l 
0.8 

0.6 

FIG. 5. Correlators Q(f) determined by the F I2 model for the parameters 
specified in the text. From left to right 0 takes the values - 0.5, - 0.2, and 
- l/80. 

Because@(t) has no hydrodynamic contributions it can 
be taken as input for the fluctuation functions with reduced 
dynamics R ‘(t). To generate Figs. 14 consistently with the 
discussion of Sec. IV, the memory functions were approxi- 
mated by 

K,(t) = (%x,/f )WQ, 

K,(t) = Jf, -4 
f 

a(t), 

T(t) = To@(t), 

aF’qt) = fi n*S$+D(t). (54) 

Within the F,2 model f = 1 - R = 0.3 is already fixed. Let 
us emphasize again that ansatz (54) in general describes the 
dynamics only qualitatively. For example it fixes the ratios 
of h ‘&/j& to the same artificial value in the four functions 
Eq. (54). The ansatz however satisfies, that in the mesosco- 
pit time range on scale t, the dynamics is determined by 
g( t /t, ) alone. 

The experimental time scales were set by qc,t, = 10 - 3, 
C’, = 2.43~; and cf = f cg. for To the t = 0 value 
T( t = 0) = 3’ was entered. 

Typical values of an = 1 and @:‘n2 = 0.1 lead to Figs. l- 
4, which differ only in their values of (7 and consecutively 7. 
From the inclusion of the asymptotic law a” (w) cc l/w’ - a 
with a = 0.327 the difficulty of extracting the value of a is 
seen. An unprejudiced least square fit leads to 
1 - a = 0.74 * 0.02. 

Vi. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper a model for light scattering was developed, 

which can explain the change of the spectra from liquid to 
solid like when going through the glass transition. Except for 
choosing a simple dielectric model no further approxima- 
tions are necessary in order to obtain the qualitative behav- 
ior. For quantitative comparisons with experiments a realis- 
tic dielectric model is required. 

The observation of a Rytov Dip for systems of optically 
isotropic particles is predicted, if the corresponding relaxa- 
tion times grow large enough. The Rytov Dip is a direct 
result of the coupling of the transverse current to a traceless 
tensor, which is proportional to SET. This result of symmetry 
considerations-two density fluctuations form an anisotrop- 
ic unity-is obtained in the low frequency limit of the elasto- 
optic coupling function. The high frequency limit corre- 
sponds to the phenomenological ansatz coupling dielectric 
fluctuations to the strain via the Pockels constants. 

Applying the factorization approximation to the exact 
fluctuation and coupling functions the scattered spectra can 
be expressed in terms of density fluctuations alone. The ne- 
cessity ofexactly taking into account the hydrodynamic con- 
tributions before factorizing is seen in the low frequency 
Brillouin spectra. 

Simple mode coupling models show the stretched dy- 
namics on diverging time scales allowing to describe the 
qualitative change of the spectra. In a frequency region 
accessible by light scattering experiments few parameters 
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predictions of the MCT can be checked. In principle a calcu- 
lation of all spectral features is possible within the MCT. 

T(t=O) d-m!- s -&k’-. as, 
152n 0 b’k 
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APPENDIX A 

If the interparticle potential is sufficiently smooth at small 
distances so that k 3 (S, - 1) + 0 is fulfilled for k -+ 00 a par- 
tial integration leads to a formula which can be recognized as 
the Fourier backtransform of the pair distribution function 
g(r), 

Using a linear, generalized hydrodynamic formalism 
fluctuations and correlators of arbitrary quantities are ex- 
pressed in terms of the conserved hydrodynamic variables 
density n, current j, and temperature T.” Temperature fluc- 
tuations are not included in the following short summary. 
The equations simplify for Laplace transformed quantities: 
R(z) = i$;dte’“R (t) for Imz > 0. The complete Liouvillian 
dynamics X(t) = R( t)X(O> = e”‘X(O) of a general vari- 
able X(t) is changed to the reduced dynamics 
R ‘(t) = QeiQLQt Q by projecting out the hydrodynamic 
poles. Q the projection operator satisfies 
Q 1 n (q) ) = Q 1 j(q) ) = 0. Abbreviating the conserved quan- 
tities n(q) and j(q) as Ai and using their orthogonality one 
obtains the following two formulas:” 

T(t=O) =-2&h s 5 n r-0 (297)’ 

==+: [g(r) - 11. 

If the general limit g( 0) = 0 is put in, the mentioned result 
T( t = 0) = 3 is obtained. 

(6X*(z)) =C [(XIAi) - (XIR’(z)L [Ail] 
1 

1 
x (414) 

- @A t(z) ), (Al) 

(XIR(z)IY) = (XIR’(z)lY) -C [(X/Ail 
v 
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